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LUCKNOW: Uttar Pradesh Police is sifting
through police records to ascertain the role of Abu
Hamza alias Abu Jundal alias Syed Zabiuddin
Ansari in the January 1, 2008 attack on Central
Reserve Police Force (CRPF) camp in Rampur.
This is because one of the arrested prime accused
of the attack, Sabauddin had revealed his
association with Abu Hamza that helped the
investigators to establish that Hamza's role in the
2005 IISc Bangalore attack.

The real name of Hamza, who is also known as
Abu Jundal and has 23 names and identities, is

Syed Zabiuddin as per his school and college related documents. The
Lashkar-e-Toiba (LeT) operative was arrested by the special cell of the
Delhi police on June 21. This was confirmed by sources in the Uttar
Pradesh Police on Tuesday, as they sifted through police records to
establish his role in the January 1, 2008 attack on the Central Reserve
Police Force camp in Rampur.

Sleuths believe that Zabiuddin's arrest may spell fresh trouble for
Faheem Ansari and Sabauddin who are already in jail for the CRPF

camp attack. Both Faheem and Sabauddin were also accused in the
26/11 (2008) terror attack in Mumbai along with Ajmal Kasab. But, the
two were acquitted by the Mumbai special court in which the three
were tried. The court however held Kasab guilty in the case.

The duo's connect with the Mumbai attack was the hand drafted maps
of some important installations in Mumbai that were recovered from
their possession at the time of their arrest on February 10, 2008, more
than nine months before the same locations were attacked by Kasab
and aides on November 26, 2008. Since Sabauddin's role in CRPF
camp attack stands established and he himself confessed his
involvement in the IISc attack in Bangalore (2005) in which he claimed
that Zabiuddin (Hamza) pulled the trigger, there is every possibility
that the latter may have played an important role in the CRPF camp

attack, investigators told TOI on Tuesday.

Additional director general of police Anti Terrorist Squad and Special Task Force Jag Mohan
Yadav told TOI that investigators are sifting through the investigation records and interrogation
reports of Sabauddin to specifically establish Zabiuddin's role in the CRPF camp attack in
Rampur. "We are in touch with the intelligence agencies on this," Yadav said.

Sabauddin's role in the CRPF camp attack was established on the basis of the ballistic and forensic
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Sabauddin's role in the CRPF camp attack was established on the basis of the ballistic and forensic
reports of the AK-47 rifle seized from his possession at the time of his arrest from Charbagh
Railway station in Lucknow on February 10, 2008. The weapon matched the bullets retrieved
from the bodies of the slain CRPF jawans killed during the attack and also the empty bullet shells
recovered from the camp site after the attack, police sources confirmed.

A class XII dropout from an Aligarh school, Sabauddin was the first person to have confirmed that
Abu Hamza (whose name figured in the 2005 IISc Bangalore attack) was the same person, who
was identified as Abu Jundal by Pak terrorist Ajmal Kasab.

It was following this revelation that the intelligence agencies have traced the roots of Abu Hamza
alias Abu Jundal, which led them to a house in Hathi Khana locality of Georai village in Beed
district of Maharashtra.

The transfer certificate at the Milliya Arts, Science & Management Science College and Bal Bhim
College in Beed confirm his name as Syed Zabiuddin. Zabiuddin studied at Bal Bhim College till
Class XII and his BSc final year admit card issued by Babasaheb Ambedkar Marathwada
University in 2004 bears his name as Syed Zabiuddin Syed Zakiuddin. Zabiuddin worked an
electrician after a diploma from Government Industrial Training Institute, Beed.

He came under the police scanner for the first time in May 2006 after his name figured in
connection with seizure of arms and explosives in Aurangabad. In all 10 AK-47 rifles, 10 packets of
40 magazine rounds and 43 kg of RDX, a car containing six AK-47 rifles, 17 magazine rounds, and
2,900 cartridges were recovered in the incident.

Following the arrest of Sabauddin by the UP Police in February 2008, he confessed to his
involvement in 2005 terror attack at IISc Bangalore and revealed that his aide one Abu Hamza
had pulled the trigger, killing a scientist. It was on the basis of Sabauddin's confession that the
investigating agencies managed to establish that Abu Hamza, Abu Jundal and Zabiuddin is the
same person.
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